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SEVEN Lobby Bar and Lounge 
SEVEN Lobby Bar and Lounge offers an array of delectable drinks, refreshments, light meals, 
afternoon high tea or simply a beautifully human and domestic environment from which to 
indulge, converse or exchange. 
 
ATAS   
Rediscovering authentic tastes, spices, ingredients and produce of local provenance and 
presented in the contemporary way unique to Executive Chef Tyson Gee, ATAS takes guests 
on an unexpected culinary journey through the peninsula. Hand-picked local produce and 
heirloom ingredients, paired with a touch of alchemy form the base of this resolutely local 
destination restaurant for KL residents and The RuMa guest alike. 
 
SANTAI Pool Bar and Lounge 
SANTAI Pool Bar and Lounge is an oasis for relaxation, where guests can treat themselves 
to a refreshing cocktail, snacks or refreshments throughout the day in the Kuala Lumpur sun 
or a nightcap amidst the glittering night’s skyline. 
 
Benefits 
All Members and staffs are entitled for 15% off for food and non- alcoholic drinks menu, 
Six Course ATAS Journey, Sunday Brunch and Afternoon Tea at the following 
participating outlets:  
 

a. SEVEN Lobby Bar and Lounge 
b. ATAS 
c. SANTAI Pool Bar and Lounge 

 
Terms and Conditions 

a. Please quote AICB during reservation and show your AICB Member Portal 
Profile page as verification. 

b. This offer is not valid in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, vouchers 
or privilege cards. 

c. This offer is not valid for the purchase of alcoholic beverages. 
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